List of experts who have concluded a contract of more than €15,000 under the Call for Expressions of Interest No 2015/S 053-091748 (40/57 contracts)

**Expert** (name + locality): KROLL Henning, Germany  
**Subject of the contract**  
Survey on RIS3 implementation – preparing and conducting the survey  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT025*  
*Amount*: 15,350€

**Subject of the contract**  
Survey on RIS3 implementation – analysis of the survey results  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT026*  
*Amount*: 23,000€

**Expert** (name + locality): BAUDOUIN Philippe, France  
**Subject of the contract**  
Preparation and organisation of a FORUM for the Outermost regions and to provide expertise to the Commission services to support the drafting of a Communication on a renewed EU strategy for the Outermost regions  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT002*  
*Amount*: 15,900€

**Expert** (name + locality): PICKUP Laurence, United Kingdom  
**Subject of the contract**  
Provide expertise to the Commission in the field of accessibility issues related to transport and act as moderator in the panel dedicated to transport of the 2017 'Outermost Regions' Forum organised by the Commission  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT005*  
*Amount*: 21,900€
**Expert (name + locality):** KARADIMITRIOU Nikolaos, Luxembourg

**Subject of the contract**
Assistance to the contracting party with opinion and advice in the support of the Urban Development Network in Greece

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2016CE160AT054*
*Amount: 23,450€*

---

**Expert (name + locality):** TEN BRINK Patrick, Belgium

**Subject of the contract**
Assistance to the contracting party with opinion and advice in the organisation and coordination of an expert group on green and circular economy in the Outermost regions

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT010*
*Amount: 17,350€*

---

**Expert (name + locality):** BECK Joachim, France

**Subject of the contract**
Support to the impact assessment of DG REGIO's communication on "Easing Legal and Administrative Border Obstacles"

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT013*
*Amount: 23,900€*

---

**Expert (name + locality):** MAGNATTI Piera, Italy

**Subject of the contract**
Assessing the implementation of the National Strategy on Digital Growth at national and regional level (TO2)

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT014*
*Amount: 42,500€*

**Subject of the contract**
Deployment of monitoring systems of RIS3 strategies

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT023*
*Amount: 28,250€*

---

**Subject of the contract**
Alignment between calls within TO1 and TO3 specific objectives and RIS3 strategies in Italian regions

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT075*
*Amount: 17,250€*
**Expert** (name + locality): PADILLA Pierre, Belgium

**Subject of the contract**
Expert Support RIS3 thematic platforms

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT032*
*Amount: 25,400€*

**Subject of the contract**
Advice and support for new partnerships within the framework of the thematic smart specialisation platforms

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT083*
*Amount: 19,500€*

**Subject of the contract**
Expert advice and support for partnerships selected within the pilot action “Interregional innovation projects” - Project manager

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT120*
*Amount: 28,500€*

**Expert** (name + locality): MAISTROS Panagiotis, Greece

**Subject of the contract**
Strategic advisory expertise on urban waste water infrastructure in Greece

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT019*
*Amount: 38,500€*

**Expert** (name + locality): DI ANSELMO Andrea, Italy

**Subject of the contract**
Deployment of monitoring systems of RIS3 strategies

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE160AT022*
*Amount: 22,900€*

**Expert** (name + locality): FRØSIG Poul, Danemark

**Subject of the contract**
Expert assessment regarding the implementation of the ERTMS in Cohesion Fund projects in Romania

**Information on contract**
*Contract No 2017CE16B1044*
*Amount: 87,250€*
Expert (name + locality): ROSENFELD Orna, France  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance and advice to DG Regional and Urban Policy for the implementation of the EU Urban Agenda Partnership for Housing  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT033*  
*Amount: 56,400€*

Expert (name + locality): BONNEAU Marcelline, Belgium  
**Subject of the contract**  
Expert support in the implementation of the REGIO Communities of practitioners project "Community Manager follow-up"  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE16BAT053*  
*Amount: 24,250€*

Expert (name + locality): DE BRUIJN Matthijs, Belgium  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance in the implementation of a peer review seminar under the Urban Development Network  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT035*  
*Amount: 17,450€*

Expert (name + locality): CHATZIPANOS Panagiotis, Greece  
**Subject of the contract**  
Project portfolio management and organisational planning for waste water infrastructures in Greece  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT034*  
*Amount: 30,500€*

Expert (name + locality): FAZEKAS Mihaly, United Kingdom  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance to the contracting party the assessment of regional administrative capacity within the EU based on the performance in public procurement  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE16BAT054*  
*Amount: 21,150€*

Expert (name + locality): WISE Emily, Sweden  
**Subject of the contract**  
Expert Support for Thematic Smart Specialisation  
Information on contract  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT004*  
*Amount: 27,700€*
**Expert** (name + locality): LUNGU Cristina, Belgium

*Subject of the contract*
Expert support to the Managing Authority in identifying and assessing options to support technology transfer in compliance with State aid rules

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE16BAT055*
*Amount: 22,250€*

---

**Expert** (name + locality): TZIMAS Apostolos, Greece

*Subject of the contract*
Assistance to the contracting party with opinion and advice for the update of the 2009 Master Plan for Urban Wastewater treatment plants (wwtps) in Greece serving priority small agglomerations

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE160AT036*
*Amount: 68,000€*

---

**Expert** (name + locality): SERVILLO Loris Antonio, Belgium

*Subject of the contract*
Advice and opinion to the Commission on how Community-led Local Development (CLLD) is organised and implemented under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European Social Fund (ESF)

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE160AT038*
*Amount: 38,900€*

---

**Expert** (name + locality): HOJSÍK Marek, Czech Republic

*Subject of the contract*
Supporting the Slovak and Czech authorities on desegregation of marginalised groups

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE160AT039*
*Amount: 40,500€*

---

**Expert** (name + locality): WALENDOWSKI Jacek, Belgium

*Subject of the contract*
Practical support to managing authorities of the Regional Operational Programme of the Voivodeship of Warmia-Masuria and suggest concrete actions with the view of enhancing the implementation of RIS3 interventions

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE160AT047*
*Amount: 43,776€*

---

**Expert** (name + locality): GAVALAKI Evgenia, Greece

*Subject of the contract*
Upgrade the existing national data base for waste water treatment plants

*Information on contract*
*Contract No 2017CE160AT041*
*Amount: 58,250€*
**Expert** (name + locality): TELLER Nóra, Hungary  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance to the Hungarian authorities and Mapping of ESIF investments for homelessness  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT049*  
*Amount: 39,500€*

**Expert** (name + locality): DANIEL Stanislav, Slovakia  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance to the contracting party with opinion and advice on addressing educational segregation in the scope of the sustainable urban development strategies through methodological guidance  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT052*  
*Amount: 21,000€*

**Expert** (name + locality): DI PIAZZA Barbara, Italy  
**Subject of the contract**  
Develop a set of indicators relevant for European territorial cooperation (ETC) programmes  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT078*  
*Amount: 52,000€*

**Expert** (name + locality): SOMOGYI Eszter, Hungary  
**Subject of the contract**  
Opinion and advice on addressing educational segregation in the scope of the sustainable urban development strategies through methodological guidance  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT076*  
*Amount: 21,000€*

**Expert** (name + locality): KELEMEN Agnes, Hungary  
**Subject of the contract**  
Advice on position papers for cross-border cooperation  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No 2017CE160AT084*  
*Amount: 45,750€*

**Expert** (name + locality): GABANYI Monika, Germany  
**Subject of the contract**  
Assistance to the contracting party for the preparation and the implementation of the pilot project, the organisation of appropriate training for the care givers and assessors, as part of the long-term care reform in Slovenia  
**Information on contract**  
*Contract No SRSS/C2017/*  
*Amount: 62,500€*
Expert (name + locality): SZULTKA Stanislaw, Poland
Subject of the contract
Pomorskie Smart Specialisation positioning concept in Global technology and market trends - Phase 2
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT087
Amount: 24,292€

Expert (name + locality): DZIERZANOWSKI Maciej, Poland
Subject of the contract
Pomorskie Smart Specialisation positioning concept in Global value chains - Phase 2
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT088
Amount: 24,292€

Expert (name + locality): PEYRONY Jean, France
Subject of the contract
Building a reference library for the newly established on-line platform of border professionals and stakeholders
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT099
Amount: 16,653€

Expert (name + locality): WINDISCH Sissy, Germany
Subject of the contract
Opinion and advice in the implementation of Urban Investment Support (URBIS)
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT100
Amount: 26,342€

Expert (name + locality): UNFRIED Martin, Nederland
Subject of the contract
Supporting DG REGIO in refining its methodology for territorial impact assessment for cross-border regions
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT103
Amount: 28,450€

Expert (name + locality): CARBONE Gilda, Italy
Subject of the contract
Opinion and advice to the Commission on how the Member States are using the possibilities for supporting and strengthening the development of islands, mountains and sparsely populated areas through EU Cohesion Policy
Information on contract
Contract No 2017CE160AT106
Amount: 57,700€